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Features Key:

Additional options for defense AI.
New regulation for jet AI.
Turbo bonus for carrier.
Carrier decoy - give defense carrier maneuverability.
FM radio/2 new weapons on the radar turret.
New viewmodel and UI improvements.

Question:

What is new in this release?

[RTK14] Difficulty Settings

Question:

The scenario settings in infantryman have been altered.
The number of spectators included in the build process have been decreased.
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What's new in RTK14: Difficulty [Veteran] Amp; Scenario Settings Set:

NVIDIA Experimental (Optional) -Available to NVIDIA GPUs only (Ivy Bridge, Fermi, Kepler) -Not recommended RTK14-T: Difficulty [Veteran] & Scenario Settings Set NVIDIA Experimental (Optional) -Available to NVIDIA GPUs
only (Ivy Bridge, Fermi, Kepler) -Not recommended RTK14-S: Difficulty [Novice] & Scenario Settings Set NVIDIA Experimental (Optional) -Available to NVIDIA GPUs only (Ivy Bridge, Fermi, Kepler) -Not recommended
RTK14-V: Difficulty [Veteran] & Scenario Settings Set NVIDIA Experimental (Optional) -Available to NVIDIA GPUs only (Ivy Bridge, Fermi, Kepler) -Not recommended Dev notes:The set for 1.15.C doesn't have access to the
Deployment package. This is so that we can keep a separate set of kits for PVM users so that we don't need to include SDK config files that PVM uses in the set.Other sets will also have a separate file for deploy. Share this
post Link to post Share on other sites @BriInitiative - yes, I assume so. Bringing a kit based on a certain level of kit is fine as long as you are aware of the intentions. The difference is making them both have problems
where a kit that has been resolved since the last update could then un-fix that. So these kits can still theoretically see the issues but the fixes have been made. I understand you're trying to see if that affects the kits but
you're using experimental kits that are pretty old. 3.0.2 is the latest one available. Share this post Link to post Share on other sites @BriInitiative - yes, I assume so. Bringing a kit based on a certain level of kit is fine as
long as you are aware of the intentions. The difference is making them both have problems where a kit that has been resolved since the last update could then un-fix that. So these kits can still theoretically see the issues
but the fixes have been made. I understand you're trying to see if that affects the kits but you're using experimental kits that are pretty old. 3.0.2 is the latest 
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How To Crack RTK14: Difficulty [Veteran] Amp; Scenario Settings Set:

Download Game RTK14: Difficulty [Veteran] & Scenario Settings Set
Install Game RTS14: Difficulty [Veteran] & Scenario Settings Set
After Done, Just run game Like Usual

#3.Run Game:

Game not work good. Need fix. Work hard but nothing good.

#4.Install Updated Game:

1. Select game in RUN Asset Panel
2. Select create(D:\RTK14)\

#5.Run game:

1. Select RTK Game icon (if Update Own Online) from RUN Server Panel
2. Select Pack online/localize/none & Crash Fix
3. Connect to Game before crack.

How to change scene in RTK: Difficulty [Veteran]. There are 2 Options under each number setting for Scene B: Story Mode & Adventure Mode:

#1.1.Story Mode

1.1.Select the first step number settings like this:                          Difficulty > Difficulty Level > Enable Menu > Perh > Difficulty Settings
1.1.Modify selected difficulty setting. Enable during playing the game. Change number from the auto-pop up. Select scene B (story mode) for difficulty level 1 or 2.

#2 

System Requirements:

Windows: OS: Windows 10 Home or Windows 10 Professional Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 or AMD Phenom II X4 940 Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 630 or AMD Radeon R9
270 (Optional) Network: Broadband Internet connection with high speed Storage: 2 GB available hard disk space Additional Notes: Game: The Last Guardian Important: When using a NVIDIA
GeForce GT 630 graphics card, the game may not
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